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ICBI is privileged to be a part of your progress. We are sure that no one knows your needs better than you, 

and hence we would appreciate a stock taking through a simple Training Need Analysis Document. If need 

be, a mystery shopping exercise can be conducted to better identify the needs.

ADDIE model – the axis of our approach to training

We offer core and auxiliary training modules which are described in the following pages. 

As an Image Management company, we fully understand the role of image in each and every person's 

personal, professional and social lives. 

Our modules are designed with an ultimate aim - to enhance your image and improve the quality of your 

life along with those around you. 

Based on the TNA document, the program can be customized by putting together various modules in the 

time available. We also offer a follow up session to audit training effectiveness, if need be.

CORE MODULES

MODULE 0: INTRODUCTION TO IMAGE MANAGEMENT
DURATION: 1 HOUR
This module gives an insight into the concept of image management and ensures total involvement in the 

program to make it highly participatory. It also makes the participants realise the need for managing their 

image in order to do their job in a much more effective manner. The 4 As of image: Appropriate, 

Authentic, Attractive and Affordable are explained as a concept.
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MODULE 1: COMMUNICATION OF CLOTHES - INTERNATIONAL 
STYLE SCALE
DURATION: 1 HOUR
Insight into various messages that are communicated according to 4 levels of dressing. Participants 

understand the difference between different levels of dressing according to international style scale and are 

also able to relate the message to be given versus clothes to be worn. 

MODULE 1A: COMMUNICATION OF CLOTHES - INTERNATIONAL 
STYLE SCALE
DURATION: 1 HOUR
More detailed style scale and clothing communication according to roles and goals for appropriate dressing. 

Art of fitting Indian clothes on the international style scale. This part would provide comprehensive 

solutions for professional women in formal dressing.

MODULE 2: ATTRACTIVE DRESSING AS PER BODY SHAPE
DURATION: 1 HOUR
Understanding the concept of body shape and art of dressing as per the same for attractive appearance.

MODULE 2A: ATTRACTIVE DRESSING AS PER BODY SHAPE
DURATION: 1 HOUR
Details of each shape with countering and repeating techniques and more personalised recommendations.

MODULE 3: COLOUR CONCEPT AND HIERARCHY
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Insight into the colour concept, messages conveyed by colours, individual colour suitability, etc. 

The participant will be able to project the right authority and dress in harmony while looking attractive. 

Importance of wardrobe neutral and accent colours. Colour authority chart. Become a part of the 

colour scheme with clothes.

MODULE 4: CLUSTER CONCEPT FOR VERSATILITY IN CLOTHING
DURATION: 1 HOUR
A brief introduction to building a wardrobe using cluster concept for more variety in clothing across 

different levels of style scale.

MODULE 4A: CLUSTER CONCEPT DEMONSTRATIONS
DURATION: 1 HOUR
Getting more variety and versatility with few pieces of clothing; Cluster demonstration for different 

occasions and activities.
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MODULE 5: CORPORATE ETIQUETTE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Participants will be able to portray the right corporate image of a company by displaying immaculate 

etiquette at business or professional situations. General business etiquette, protocol of introductions, 

business card exchange, shaking hands, netiquette are some of the things learnt in this module.

MODULE 5A: CORPORATE ETIQUETTE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Etiquette for meetings & seminars and business luncheon etiquette are learnt in this module.  

MODULE 6: DINING ETIQUETTE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
People are judged by the way they eat. Earlier this saying was confined only to the elite, however eating out 

and socialising are important threads in the social fabric, and participants learn to project the right image 

with appropriate and impressive dining table manners. Participants learn more about seating, table setting, 

napkin usage, table manners, serving food, passing food, types of menu, etc.

MODULE 6A: DINING ETIQUETTE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Tipping & toasting, buffet manners, eating with hands, wine and food pairing. Table set-up demo, 

handling cutlery are some of the things learnt in this module.

MODULE 6B: TUTORIAL LUNCHEON
DURATION: 3 HOURS
A hands-on, practical, fine dining experience.

MODULE 7: GENERAL ETIQUETTE BASKET
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Most of our actions are judged and assessed whether we are in public or in a limited social circle. 

Participants will be able to project the right image through their behaviour and be a role model for children, 

family and colleagues by conducting themselves in the apt manner in all situations. This module covers 

general etiquette, gender neutral etiquette, gender specific etiquette, mobile phone etiquette, driving 

etiquette, quetiquette, netiquette, etc.

MODULE 7A: GENERAL ETIQUETTE BASKET
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Travel etiquette, bathroom/rest room etiquette, waiting area/reception etiquette, party etiquette, etc. 

are covered in this module.
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MODULE 8: MAKE-UP FOR WORKING WOMEN 
DURATION: 2 HOURS
No one wants to be a plain Jane. Working women should have the proficiency to groom themselves in a 

subtle manner and project an image in lines with that of the brand or company they represent. 

They should know how to take right care of their skin, hair and apply make-up according to the season 

and occasion. The module aims to ensure the learner is proficient in the right make-up and grooming. 

It teaches the subtle style, grooming principles and the natural look.

MODULE 8A: MAKE-UP FOR WORKING WOMEN 
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Demonstration of make-up and hair style with corrective make-up for women to conceal facial variations. 

Important tips and guidelines for participants.

MODULE 9: APPROPRIATE BODY LANGUAGE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Body language is a highly focused area of communication. Most of the time people are unaware of their 

gestures and the signals they send across. Projecting right body language helps one create the right 

impression and the right climate for a serious conversation. This module gives valuable insight into the 

same and covers para linguistics, kinesics, postures, proxemics, haptics, appearance, etc.

MODULE 9A: APPROPRIATE BODY LANGUAGE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Mirroring and reading body language for better understanding, acceptance and success in every interaction.

MODULE 10: PROJECT THE RIGHT IMAGE THROUGH ART OF VERBAL 
AND VOCAL COMMUNICATION 
DURATION: 2 HOURS
While appropriate appearance and body language form the visual part of any communication in a 

meeting, vocal communication skills are absolutely irreplaceable. This module helps the participant to 

be more aware of the subject and enhance his or her personal communication skills through elements of 

communication, barriers, communication styles & traits, constituents of verbal communication, etc.

MODULE 10A: PROJECT THE RIGHT IMAGE THROUGH ART OF VERBAL 
AND VOCAL COMMUNICATION
DURATION: 2 HOURS 
This module helps improve listening skills and make each participant discover their own communication 

style through exercises.
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MODULE 11: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR INCREASED SALES
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Selling is important for everybody. But before a participant can sell any product or service, it is 

important that the person he is communicating with buys into the participant first. This module enhances 

and finetunes the participant’s selling skills to ensure better success in life. Some of the things that can be 

learnt here include the sales process/cycle, buying process, conventional selling vs consultative 

selling, emotions vs rationale, etc.

MODULE 11A: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR INCREASED SALES
DURATION: 2 HOURS
The best sales are made when an intelligent salesperson is able to create a need for the right product 

or service. This module helps participants discover needs and probe through the art of questioning skills.

MODULE 11B: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR INCREASED SALES
DURATION: 2 HOURS
In sales situations, everything is negotiated by everyone. This module helps develop the participants' 

negotiation skills while giving a winning feeling to the customer.

MODULE 11C: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR INCREASED SALES
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Most sales people are good in presenting their products but when it comes to closing the sale, many fail. 

This module takes the participants through professional closing techniques to ensure higher conversion.

MODULE 12: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR ENHANCED CUSTOMER 
DELIGHT
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Customer Care  or Customer Relation Management is the area of focus in most companies. Today’s 

customer has multiple choices with parity products and services flooding the market. In conditions like 

this, the customer usually patronises the seller who delights him most. This module helps the 

participants to better their equation with customers and enhance the delight component. This module 

also covers defining good customer service, different types of customers, different roles in customer 

service, listening & responding skills.

MODULE 12A: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR ENHANCED CUSTOMER 
DELIGHT 
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Giving the customer what he wants is one thing, going beyond the expected is quite another. The best 

sellers are the ones who learn to spring a surprise and create a smile. This module covers exceeding 

expectations and going the extra mile.
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MODULE 12B: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR ENHANCED ABILITY TO 
HANDLE CUSTOMER COMPLAINTS
DURATION: 2 HOURS
The best way to handle an agitated customer starts off with listening to him or her first. 

The customer is the reason why we are in business, and this module helps participants learn how 

to handle customer complaints effectively.

MODULE 12C: IMAGE MANAGEMENT FOR ENHANCED CUSTOMER 
DELIGHT
DURATION: 2 HOURS
All customers are human and open to conversion. This module teaches how to deal with difficult 

customers, build rapport and lasting relationships.

AUXILIARY  MODULES

MODULE 13: TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR RIGHT IMAGE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
TA - The concept, different ego states and the types of transactions. Engage in more 

complementary transactions while dealing with others with knowledge of different ego states 

and by understanding the other person's emotional state.

MODULE 13A: TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR RIGHT IMAGE
DURATION: 2 HOURS 
Identifying ego states through non-verbal communication. Life positions. Ensure win-win in each 

transaction by identifying every ego state through the vocabulary, tone, facial expressions, 

postures and gestures.

MODULE 14: ENHANCE YOUR IMAGE THROUGH BETTER 
PRESENTATION SKILLS 
DURATION: 4 HOURS
In this module, the participant learns the much needed techniques for making presentations and 

to customise the presentation according to the objectives. Understand and avoid common causes 

of failure, and learn to structure the presentation step-by-step. The why, where, when, who, 

what and how of a presentation is explained in detail.

MODULE 15: PROJECT THE RIGHT IMAGE WITH SMART TIME 
MANAGEMENT 
DURATION: 2 HOURS
SMART Time Management. Stephen Covey’s 4 Waves/4 Quadrants
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MODULE 16: STRESS MANAGEMENT FOR BETTER IMAGE 
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Stress = Pressure > Resource. Participant understands the different types and symptoms of stress.  

Understands the ABC strategy (Awareness, Balance and Control) and also becomes aware of 

a few stress management techniques. 

MODULE 17: WORK-HOME BALANCE FOR BETTER IMAGE AT HOME 
AND OFFICE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
The Challenge. Work life triangle. Tight rope walking skills. 

MODULE 18: ATTENDING AND HOSTING PARTIES WITH 
ENHANCED IMAGE
DURATION: 2 HOURS
How to be a gracious guest and a perfect host. 

MODULE 19: BETTER THE IMAGE-BETTER THE TEAM. 
TEAM BUILDING
DURATION: 2 HOURS
How to build a highly effective team. Types of teams. Leading, facilitating and motivating teams. 

MODULE 20: MANAGING IMAGE THROUGH EFFECTIVE CONFLICT 
MANAGEMENT
DURATION: 2 HOURS
Why conflicts? Dealing with conflicts. Conflict resolution.

ONE DAY FOLLOW UP SESSION
The follow up for the 2 days training program is optional. It is aimed at motivating the participants. 

Here, learners assess the impact of training and level of application and implementation in their 

performance areas. During this session, they revisit the modules to further enhance understanding.


